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Abstract 

 

This thesis studies how modern spatio temporal databases of land use changes can be created based 

on historical maps. The entire study was conducted based on the available maps over the study 

area, in southern Sweden. The research was conducted in such a manner that it presents to what 

extent can land use changes affect biodiversity and climate change. The thesis is not focused on 

what are the drivers for land use conversions, but rather how could changes in land use be easier 

identified when working with a set of (historical) maps over the same area. 

Based on a very first decision, in terms of what land use data can be used in further studies by 

different research communities, a study was conducted as to determinate what are the available 

historical sources. A database was created, containing land use data, classified accordingly to 

modern international land cover classification, extracted from historical maps, during the time 

frame 1812 - 2006. 

Considering the needs in terms of land use conversion for the biodiversity and carbon modeling  

communities, analyzing tools were developed to provide a fast and efficient way to easily identify 

in which time frame drastic land use conversions occurred and how much the study area was 

affected. The tools were created as to ease the preliminary analysis on land use maps, to quickly 

identify changes based on statistics, rather than visual analysis.  

The historical land-use database was tested over a study area in southern Sweden. The tool 

developed is able to extract statistics from at least 2 maps simultaneous and express how much of 

land class there is on each map. The users can quickly retrieve statistics when the surfaces for each 

land class are available. 
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1. Introduction 

 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2017), the global 

warming is a consequence of  increase of  greenhouse gases (GHG). Different sources 

contribute to the increase of GHG, among which land use and use of fossil fuels. Researchers in 

the field of biodiversity and carbon modelling need to collect information for land use changes 

and land cover changes, especially from maps. Due to the high demand of land use conversions 

(such as: increased areas of cultivated soil, forest clearance, urban areas development etc.) the 

land use suffers changes, some of them irreversible, whose effects can be measured in the 

amounts of GHG released in the atmosphere. For example, the net flux of carbon from land use 

and land-cover accounted for 12.5% of the emissions from 1990 to 2010, in other words „about 

33% of total emissions related to the anthropogenic carbon emissions over the last 150 years‟ 

(Haughton et al., 2012).  

The land-use conversions during the 20
th

 century are known to have had destructive effects on 

biodiversity in rural landscapes. Either if the changes occur suddenly when a dire event takes 

place over an area or slowly in time due to the passage of time, they cause pressure on the 

biodiversity, in terms of biodversity loss or biodiversity alterations (Pereira, 2012). Habitat loss 

seems to have been an increasing driving factor in species extent during the last century, while 

diseases are considered to be a thread (Pereira, 2012). 

In Sweden, the higher impacts over land-use change came as consequences of the major land 

reforms that took place with the aim of joining the, at that time, very fragmented land parcels 

into more economically viable units. Local or regional projects such as clear cutting forests, 

extending the urban area or changing the land use, do influence biodiversity and carbon 

emissions, and the research communities are interested in monitoring such changes. Many of 

these changes were captured either in historical maps, in cadastral dossiers or written texts, by 

the authority representatives in charge at that time. The GIS communities aim to process the 

historical datasets in order to provide modern databases to other research communities, such the 

present study case. 
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In this project the main interest is how much information related to land use changes during the 

last two centuries can historical maps provide. Also, what kind of information could 

biodiversity and carbon modelling communities use from historical maps in order to support 

their research? For the GIS community, the challenge is how to create efficient spatiotemporal 

databases in order to support the above-mentioned beneficiaries. The study area is located in 

southern Sweden, in the Scania county, within the Klippan municipality. 

 

 

 

1.1. Problem statement  

Land use and land cover create the basis for spatial and territorial analyses which are 

necessarily in many fields, such as: the planning and management of areas; nature, biodiversity 

Figure 1.1.: Localization of the study area  in Hyltemossa, Sweden (EEA, 2016) 
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and soil protection; the prevention and mitigation of natural hazards and climate change (NCA, 

2014). 

In the biodiversity field, values of vegetation cover extracted from modern and historical data 

sets are often used to test the efficiency of Landscape Reconstruction Algorithm (LRA). These 

algorithms use pollen records to estimate the past vegetation, such as the cover for 

woodland/forest, grassland, wetland and cultivated area (Cui, 2014). Historical maps and related 

written sources show characteristics of the land use at a certain time over the area of interest 

that through time reveal characteristics of the landscape.  

The carbon modelling communities use softwares, such as Dynamic Global Vegetation Model, 

that simulates changes in vegetation, based on maps and datasets. Each vegetation change 

implies changes in the biochemical and hydrological cycle, related to climate, and in a larger 

context, based on simulated vegetation changes, future climate changes can be predicted 

(DGVM, 2006). Snapshots of historical maps show the land use at that particular time, being 

useful in related studies, such as correlating actual maps with measured GHG emissions at the 

same time, reconstructing past measurements, helpful in predicting the future. 

To support research in such fields, historical land use databases based on historical sources such 

as old maps must be created.  

The main research question in this study is how data extracted from historical maps could be 

converted to modern land use/land cover classification as to be of use for the research 

communities.  

The problem statement was solved in the following processing steps: identifying the need for 

the historical data, checking the available historical land-use map resources, deciding on the 

land-use data classification, creating a historical land-use database and developing a tool. 

1.2. Aim  

The general aim is to provide historical land-use data for research in biodiversity and carbon 

modelling. There are two specific aims: 
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The first aim of the thesis is to research how to establish a methodology for spatiotemporal 

databases that contain historical land-use changes. What factors are important in such research? 

What data to be retrieved from maps? Were there any land use or land cover classes that existed 

in the past and were no longer possible to be classified with modern classification systems?  

The second aim is focused on the practical part, as the actual creation of the historical land-use 

database and technical development of the tool through which user finds out how the land use 

was converted to different land use classes over time. The methodology was evaluated on a case 

study over a small area, Hyltemossa, in Scania County, Sweden, for the time period 1812 – 

2006. 

 

1.3.  Disposition  

 

The study is divided into 5 main chapters, each of it tackling a relevant aspect for the study, as 

following: 

Chapter 1 - Introduction presents important ideas about previous studies, the needs for the 

present study case, what was the research question and how the problem was solved. 

In the second chapter, the Background for this research is presented, starting with the 

availability of historical maps for the study area in southern Sweden, after that, the land use data 

was classified accordingly to an international land cover classification. Considering the 

temporal resolution of the historical maps, related studies in Temporal GIS were approached. In 

the latest part of chapter two, a research is conducted about the connections between historical 

land use changes and  biodiversity and carbon modelling societies. 

The methodology in Chapter 3  presented the factors considered in deciding on which land 

cover to be used, related to the need for historical and land use data. With these bases, an 

inventory of available materials for the case study, together with the sources for historical land 

use was presented. The next step in the methology is presented, that is the creation of the land 

use database. Considering one of the aims for this project, that is to develop analyzing tools so 

the user can check how the land use has changed in the study area during the period of time 

selected, tools that can be further used by other reasearch communities. 
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Chapter 4  was dedicated to Discussions, including both the Evaluation part and further 

Improvements, both on the historical land use database and the developed tools that could have 

been done. 

Chapter 5 presented conclusions about the historical land use database and analizyng tools. 

The Bibliography used in this study was listed at the end of the paper, followed by the 

Appendix section, where the scripts used in creating the tools were added. 
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2. Background  

 

Carbon is contained in all forms of life, ranging from human beings to plants and atmosphere, 

as carbon dioxide, and even coal and fossil fuel storages in the soil. It can be said that the 

carbon content, especially in the soil, is dependent on the historical land use. The amount of 

carbon stored in soil from the terrestrial ecosystems is generally higher than the quantity stored 

in the living vegetation. The conversion of natural vegetation to cultivated areas leads to a rapid 

loss of significant amount of soil organic carbon. Therefore, the dynamic of soil carbon, but 

also its role in terrestrial ecosystem carbon balance and the global carbon cycle are important to 

be monitored (Post and Kwon, 2000).  

In the climate change field, a major issue concerns the exchange of greenhouse gas emissions 

into the atmosphere. Through the carbon cycle in the nature, different gases (i.e. carbon dioxide 

(CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) ) are initially discharged into the atmosphere 

from the Earth‟s surface, a part of them being later absorbed by vegetation and soils, and 

emitted again into the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is captured into the plant biomass (i.e. 

natural forests) by the photosynthesis process, being transferred and captured into soil through 

the roots. Indeed, it is a good solution when more carbon gets stored in the soil than being 

released in the atmosphere, causing carbon sequestration. Not only photosynthesis, but also 

plant decomposition (through root decomposition and litter fallen on the ground) influence the 

turnover rates in the soil (Höglund et al., 2013). Höglund et al. (2013) mention that amounts of 

carbon stored in soils and vegetation increase due to changing land use from annual crops to 

prerennials, short forest rotation or energy grasses, but also due to the high temperatures and 

moisture content, which usually lead to increased crops. But such changes also lead to “reduced 

direct greenhouse gas emissions or even negative net emissions from agricultural land use” 

(Höglund et al., 2013). 

Land-use change is considered to cause the most detrimental effects on biodiversity worldwide 

(Baillie et al., 2004). In Europe, during the 20
th

 century, due to the higher demand for food and 

fiber, the productivity of agricultural land was intensified while the less-productive land was 

abandoned, leading to widespread habitat loss. Such changes in the land had negatively affected 

the organisms living in that particular land class, as plants, insects or birds (Chamberlain et al., 
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2000; Krauss et al., 2010), pursuing species to constant adaptation (i.e. biodiversity alterations) 

or worse, to extinction (i.e. biodiversity loss).  

Starting with the premises that land-use conversions are a serious threathening to biodiversity, 

resulting in habitat loss, Cousins et al. (2015) focused on the grassland and semi-natural land 

cover changes during the 20
th

 century in southern Sweden. Their results showed that in the 

study area, the semi-natural grasslands cover decreased by over 96%, mainly because of 

afforestation and silviculture. Great changes also affected the arable field, that was either 

converted into forest or modern grassland. Regarding the biodiversity, it adapts quickly to the 

new  land-cover patterns at larger scales. To prove so, biodiversity atlases efficiently support 

such broad-scale landscape analysis on species patterns (Warren et al., 2001; Doxford and 

Freckleton, 2012). Moreover, combining biodiversity atlases with qualitative historical and 

present-day maps, significant aspects related to present day biodiversity can be revealed 

(Cousins, 2015). Local-scale studies reveal that,indeed, there is a direct proportional relation 

between historical habitat cover and present-day land-use patterns (Cousins et al., 2015). 

 

2.1. Historical maps in southern Sweden 

The first records of systematically mapping and surveying Sweden‟s land date back to the year 

1628 when The Swedish National Land Survey, Lantmäteriet, was established, on King‟s 

Gustav II Adolf initiative. The land-use history in southern Sweden was strongly influenced by 

three major agricultural reforms from  the 1780s. After each reform, the land was mapped, 

leading to an increased documentation over the area, some areas had been mapped for the first 

time due to the reforms.  

The land reforms, testified to have chronologically occurred, are: 

1. The „Storskifte‟ or the „one land per farm‟ (land) reform took place within the timeframe 

AD 1772 – 1825 with the purpose that each farm had one large piece of land instead of 

many scattered small pieces, aiming to increase productivity. 
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2. The „Enskifte‟ land reform primarly started in Skåne and took place in the rest of the 

kingdom, urged the farms to be moved out of the village between AD 1803 – 1827, 

and the land to be consolidated into one enclosed piece.  

3. The „Lagaskifte‟ land reform that allowed owners to possess more than one piece of 

land and „outfields‟ or commons to be shared, ca. AD 1827 – 1922 (Swedish National 

Land Survey, 2016 ).  

The Swedish National Land Survey provides a comprehensive archive of historical maps, for 

the entire area of Sweden. A short research proved that for the urban areas, there is a larger 

variety of maps compared to non-urban areas. The land reforms were successfully implemented 

across populated areas and barely implemented across remote landscapes, which is the case for 

the study area, Hyltemossa, located in the southern Sweden, in Scania county. In the map 

archives for this parish, there is only one map directly linked with the land reforms, more 

specifically with the „Lagaskifte‟. On the other hand, the Hyltemossa area was strongly affected 

by other local projects, such as building a farm about 100 years ago, increasing productivity in 

agricultural goods (i.e. flax), digging artificial water ponds, clearing the forest and planting 

saplings (Heliasz, 2016).  

The supporting mapping documentation for this research is briefly described classified on 

archives as following: 

 The Land Survey Board series (LMS) – The Land Reform Maps (Skiftekartor) (created 

during AD 1750-1927) with the aim to document the agrarian reforms. The scale representation 

is usually 1: 4,000 for infields and 1: 8,000 for outfield area. Buildings and property units are 

well represented; additional textual documents related to ownership were created. 

 The Military Topographic maps – were created for military interest at the scale 1 : 20,000 

and contain topographical description about parishes and villages for the time window 1812 – 

1820. 

 The Topographic maps aim to accurately describe the natural landscape, land use, buildings 

and transportation from 1860 - 1865. The scale of topographic maps is  1 : 100,000. 
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 The Geographical Survey Office series - Economic maps, were specially created for Scania 

county between 1910 and 1915 and have the scale of 1 : 20,000. The maps were created as 

inventories after the land reform and linked textual information was added to each property unit. 

 Although not a historical map, the Orthophoto from 2006, with 0.5 m resolution was used in 

this study. Orthophotos are available within Sweden‟s entire teritory, with the exception for 

surfaces consisting of open waters (Swedish National Land Survey). 

 

2.2. CORINE - Land cover classification   

The COORdination of INformation on the Environment (Corine) program was initiated in the  

European Union in order to collect and compile correct information about different features of 

the environment and the natural heritage (EEA, 2010). The CORINE Land Cover (CLC) 

inventory, invented in 1986, aims to provide consistent geographical information on the land 

cover, relief, drainage systems and the state of the soil of the Member States of the European 

Community. The aim was, therefore, to create for the first time in Europe a spatially referenced 

Land Cover database following a single standardized methodology (Buttnes et al., 2002). CLC 

has a wide variety of applications, in domains such as: environment, agriculture, transport, 

spatial planning etc. (EEA, 2016). Continuously updated land cover inventories are essential, as 

serious consequences of interferences between environment and urban, agricultural 

development, or major infrastructure projects, and so far the updates were produced in 1990, 

2000, 2006 and 2012 (EEA, 2016).  

CLC uses a Minimum Map Unit (MMU) of 25 hectares (ha) for areas and a minimum width of 

100 meters for linear phenomena. Most of the countries produce CLC databases by visual 

interpretation of high-resolution satellite imagery (EEA, 2016), as presented in figure 2.1. 

The land cover is classified into 44 classes, divided into 3 levels (see Appendix A, Table A.1, 

for the entire classification of the 44 classes):  

 level 1 defines the main class of land cover, that are divided into 5 classes: artificial surface, 

agricultural areas, forests and semi-natural areas, wetlands, water bodies; 
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 levels 2 and 3 consist of detailed subclasses of the corresponding main level. For visualization, 

each subclass has a distinguish color (EEA, 2016).  

 

Figure 2. 1. : Corine Land Cover classification (EEA, 2016): (A) Coverage over Europe; (B) Coverage 

over the study area 

2.3. Temporal GIS (spatio-temporal databases) 

2.3.1. Spatio - temporal objects  

A spatio-temporal database is a spatial database which has a time dimension of the spatial 

objects. The aim of such a database is to better analyze the dynamic aspect of objects due to the 

changes they undergo as time passes.  

According to Worboys (2005), the spatio-temporal objects can be classified into: 

 Spatio-temporal objects with continuous movements – the object is moving continuously, but 

it maintains its shape unchanged (i.e. a car travelling) 

 Spatio-temporal objects with discrete change in time – objects have a spatial location,  but 

they discretely change their spatial attributes over time (i.e. surface vegetation changes, land 

parcels) 

 Spatio-temporal objects that are in continuous motion and change of shape (i.e. forest-fire 

monitoring, pollution) 

The spatio-temporal objects, as the name suggest, have three main properties: the space 

dimension (spatial coordinates: x, y, z); the time dimension (T); attribute dimension (A). Having 
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all these three properties, a unit in the spatio-temporal system analysis can be defined, named 

spatial temporal information cell: STIC = F (x, y, z, A, T) (Ye et al., 2010). 

2.3.2. Time representation of spatial objects 

The time representation of objects is classified as follows:  

 Snapshot metaphor: only snapshots at certain times are stored, with lack of information what 

happens between snapshots (Fig. 2.2);  

 

Figure 2.2. Snapshots of the same area at different time (no details when the land use has changed) 

 

 Object lifelines – information about when objects were created is stored (i.e. built, born) and 

destroyed (i.e. died); additional information regarding changes is available (Table 2.1); 

 

Table 2.1. : Object lifeline I – Artificial areas as object lifelines representation (modified from Worboys, 

2005) 

Area ID Built Destroyed Geometry Description 

A1 1823 1850 Geom_A1 Industrial or commercial units 

A2 1990 - Geom_A2 
Road and rail networks and 

associated land 

 

 Event chronicle – similar to object lifeline representation, but events are stored as objects with 

their own attributes (Table 2.2); 
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Table 2.2. : Event chronicle – Land parcels example (modified from Worboys, 2005)        

        

Land parcel ID Event Year Geometry Description 

A1 Sold 1850 Geom_A1a Arable land 

A1 Changed the land use 1851 Geom_A1b Fruit trees 

A1 A house is built 1910 Geom_A1c House 

A1 The house is destroyed 1990 Geom_A1d -  

  

Considering the distinction between objects (entities that endure through time and space, i.e. 

land parcel) and events (entities that happen at a single point in time during a period of time, 

afterwards they disappear), storing the land parcels and their land use changes over time could 

be a challenge (Worboys, 2005).  

In temporal databases, different representations of time are used to express the objects‟ lifelines 

and event chronicles, such as: valid time, transaction time or bitemporal data (Worboys, 2005). 

In this study, it was used valid time that is the time for which an entity is true in the real world 

(i.e.  a time interval for which the map becomes valid and the date when it is replaced). 

 

2.4. Related studies 

2.4.1. Tracking spatiotemporal phenomena (land use changes) 

The time representation of objects is dependent on the availability of complementary data. 

When these sources are not available, it is difficult to create object lifeline only from historical 

maps. 

Hedefalk et al. (2015) presented a method of using supplementary textual sources to transform 

snapshots into temporal representations of longitudinal object lifeline. The general work-flow 

was as following: Swedish historical maps were geocoded and digitized; object lifeline 

representations of the property units were created by linking the snapshots of time 
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representation of historical maps with annual tax-poll registers and cadastral dossiers; people 

living in the studied parishes were connected to their property units.  

 

The value of attribute data was highly stressed (i.e. information about when the geographic 

object was created, changed or ceased to exist;  supplementary textual sources) as being the key 

to transforming the temporal snapshots into object lifeline data model. Indeed, due to abundant 

historical data (i.e. tax register, church books, and cadastral dossiers) it was possible for 

individuals to be linked to the locations (i.e. building or property units) where they have lived. 

“Linking individuals to micro-level longitudinal geographic data” represents a significant 

progress in historical demographic research (Hedefalk et al., 2015). In terms of geometry, not 

all partitions and changes the property units underwent were captured by snapshots, so Hedefalk 

et al. (2015) created an algorithm to subtract the new geometry from the initial ones and that 

also proved helpful and feasible for spatiotemporal relationship query. The geodemographic 

database method proposed was successfully evaluated through a case study, over an area in 

southern Sweden, from 1811 to 2006.  

 

2.4.2. Biodiversity 

Over time, the species diversity proved to have been  greatly influenced by landscape: when 

relating to the past landscapes and continuity of existing habitat and also present species being 

directly influenced by the curent spatial properties of the landscapes. (Dahlström et al., 2006, 

Lindborg and Eriksson, 2004).  

Cousins et al. (2015) conducted a regional-scale study focused on the 20
th

 century to analyze 

what the landscape looked like further back in time in order to understand the effects on species 

diversity and distributions. To do so, it is important to have knowledge about the past 

landscape, furthermore, what role plays the landscape heterogenity in determining the 

biodiversity (Cousins et al., 2015). The study was conducted over a large area (1652 km
2
 ) in 

southeastern Sweden to find out what are the “effects of landscape changes on species diversity 

and distribution” due to “regional-scale land-cover change during the 20
th

 century”. In the 

studied area in southeastern Sweden, only less than 4% of the original semi-natural grassland 

area was not replaced by forest. Such a dramatic extent of habitat destruction was also due to 
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the much larger area analyzed compared to other landscape-scale studies (Cousins et al., 2015). 

If at a global level, the land-use change drivers are, generally, ”technologies advances, political 

and socio-economic decisions” (Mattison and Norris, 2005), at local level, the difference in soil 

fertility, topography, water availability or geographical location (Lambin et al., 2001) must be 

considered. Moreover, researchers discovered that there is a stronger connection between 

present biodiversity and past habitat area compared to the curent habitat area (Lindborg and 

Eriksson 2004; Helm et al. 2006). Regardless the land-use changes, Cousins et al. (2015), 

notified that not all plant species are  immediately responsive to the habitat change, some 

populations are present in the same area even as long as 70 years, despite the change in 

agricultural class, meaning that species do not necessariy dissapear exactly when the land-use 

was changed (Helm et al., 2006; Cousins, 2009; Plue and Cousins 2013). 

To calculate the different land cover changes over the same areas, present-day cover was 

overlaid with distributions from historical maps, identified and digitized from old cadastral 

maps. But a general problem is mentioned regarding the old maps, that is the high accuracy for 

small areas and low accuracy for larger areas, due to inconsistent classification and geometrical 

irregularities. Cousins (2001) notifies that working with older maps it gives very accurate 

results for small areas, i.e. a few square kilometers, but for larger areas, due to geometrical 

irregularities, comparison with present-day maps  leads often to inconsistent results. Therefore, 

it can be mentioned that a common problem of historical maps is the low temporal resolution, 

which can often create difficulties in terms of precisely recording the land use changes, but 

attribute data is of great importance. When qualitative land maps are combined with plant 

atlases it is expected a greater understanding of the present-day biodiversity, especially the 

reasons behind changes and consequences. Additional sources such as systematic species 

inventories of the flora in the county between 1980 and 1999 were used to asses the influence of 

past biodiversty and the current landscape. Among the other significant results of this study is 

the fact that a larger section of landscape analyzed can conduct to more precisely inventory of 

habitat destruction compared to small scale landscape studies (Cousins et al., 2015). 

 

Another study, conducted by Johansson et al. (2007), determined “the relationship between 

previous land-use, habitat continuity and present-day vascular plant species richness in 

grassland patches” over the Öland island, in Sweden. Using land cover maps from the last three 
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centuries, it was determined to what extent can historical land-use and habitat continuity 

provide support in documenting the present “plant assemblages in semi-natural grasslands” 

(Johansson et al., 2007).  Digitized maps based on arial photographs were overlaid with the 

digitized historical maps with the purpose of comparing the distribution of land-use/cover 

categories and identifying changes between certain time periods. But for this comparison to be 

possible, land cover classes identified on the aerial photographs were “pooled into broader land 

use/cover classes” (Johansson et al., 2007), to match classes from historical maps. 

Indeed, the biodiversity communities show high interest towards historical land use maps as, 

together with other written sources, they quantify the accuracy of the models for estimating past 

vegetation, checking the accuracy of the present vegetation/biodiversity and furthermore, 

making accurate predictions for the future changes in biodiversity. 

Marquer et. al., (2014) emphasis in their study case (in southern Sweden) the usefulness of 

historical land use maps for present and future biodiversity estimations. The Landscape 

Reconstruction Algorithm (LRA) (Marquer et. al., 2014), is a highly advanced algorithm that 

transforms pollen percentage data to vegetation cover. Maps of land-use or land-cover are used 

to attest the outputs of such algorithms. For example, the vegetation close to a lake can be 

reconstructed by using pollen samples extracted from lakes, while the land-cover map certifies 

the vegetation at a certain time. Most of the results show a good correlation between estimated 

results from LRA and vegetation abundance based on CORINE land cover data. 

The Landscape Reconstruction Algorithm (LRA) is usually used to reconstruct the past land 

cover, at the species level, based on pollen samplings, over areas with a radius of 2-20 km, 

depending on the researchers‟ interests (Marquer, 2014). Considering the high accuracy of the 

algorithm, when digitizing historical maps, a great level of details shall be provided.  

2.4.3. Carbon modelling 

Carbon models represent an accurate method to know the amount of carbon stored in the soil. 

Snapshots of historical maps show the land use at that particular time and are useful in related 

studies (Olin, 2015). Olin (2015) explains why map records are important in carbon modelling 

societies, as they capture important changes in land use, that influence the carbon stocks: 
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„conversions from natural vegetation to agriculture generally result in observed long-term 

decrease soil carbon stocks, while conversions to grasslands generally see an increase‟.  

 

Dynamic Vegetation Models (DGVMs) are important tools for modelling impacts of global 

change on ecosystem services (Olin, 2015), buy they do not entirely take into consideration the 

account of human land management and land-use/cover changes. In his study related to 

implications for accounting for land use in simulations of ecosystems carbon cycling in Africa, 

cropland and pasture management were used as inputs for the DGVM. The outcomes seemed to 

agree well with satellite-inferred normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Olin, 2015). 

Also, modelled land-atmosphere carbon fluxes for Africa for the 20
th

 century linked with land 

use change seemed to agree well with the previous and earlier studies. 

 

A dynamic global vegetation model, developed at Lund University, Sweden, is Lund-Postdam-

Jena General Ecosystem Simulator (LPJ-GUESS). Using input data such as ‟regional climate 

conditions and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, dynamic global vegetation models 

can predict properties of native ecosystems of the major climate zones of the Earth‟ (Smith, 

2001). The outputs of this model include „vegetation composition and cover in terms of: major 

species or plant functional types, biomass and soil organic matter carbon pools, leaf area index, 

net primary production, net ecosystem carbon balance, carbon emissions from wildfire, biogenic 

volatile organic compounds, evaporation, runoff and nitrogen pools and fluxes ‟ (Smith, 2001).  

 

In other words, processing input measurements datasets, such as those provided by the 

Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS), through advanced dynamic global vegetation 

models or carbon cycle models, questions related to vegetation composition and land cover, 

greenhouse gas emissions, and climate change can be answered. It is possible that effects of 

land use changes on actual carbon exchange can be part of today‟s measurements. There it is 

relevant to know the land use history at a measurement site like Hyltemossa of ICOS. 
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2.5. ICOS RI 

2.5.1. General overview 

ICOS RI (Integrated Carbon Observation System Research Infrastructure) is a European 

research infrastructure that has two main objectives (ICOS, 2014):  

 to provide coherent standardized scientific data sets concerning greenhouse gas fluxes; 

 to provide information to help understanding the present state and predict future behavior of 

the carbon cycle and greenhouse gas emissions (ICOS, 2014).   

To fulfill the objectives mentioned above, ICOS 

RI includes a station network in Western 

Europe through which constant measurements 

are recorded. The stations are divided into 

atmospheric, ecosystem and oceanic stations 

(Figure 2.4.) and aim to provide long-term 

observations (20+ years) (ICOS, 2014). ICOS 

Research Infrastructure station network is 

designed to monitor managed and natural 

ecosystems and oceanic fluxes, rather than 

anthropogenic emissions which also provides 

independent to support other international 

research and monitoring programs. The ICOS 

products and services are accessible to anyone 

interested, ranging from individual persons, 

researchers to organizations and authorities. The 

ICOS measurements are combined using 

advanced carbon cycle models to answer 

questions regarding greenhouse gas emissions and climate change (ICOS, 2014).  

The structure of the ICOS RI consists of the following: 

 ICOS National Networks (ICOS NN) 
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 ICOS Central Facilities (CFs): includes Atmospheric Thematic Centre (ATC), Ecosystem 

Thematic Centre (ETC), Ocean Thematic Centre (OTC) and Central Analytical Laboratories 

(CAL) 

 ICOS ERIC: includes the Head Office (HO) and Carbon Portal (CP), managing the activities 

of ICOS RI (ICOS, 2014). 

ICOS is built up as a collaboration between different 17 European countries, conducting 

together nationally measurement operated stations. ICOS Sweden is the Swedish contribution to 

this European effort and represents a cooperation between several research institutes, as: Lund 

University, Centre for Environmental and Climate Research, University of Gothenburg, 

Swedish Polar Research Secretariat, Stockholm University, Swedish University of Agricultural 

Sciences and Uppsala University (ICOS, 2014). 

 

2.5.2. ICOS station in Hyltemossa 

 The ICOS Swedish measurement sites were 

chosen to cover particularly areas of interest, 

such as typical Swedish land covers that are 

representative both from a broader Nordic and 

European context. As described by Marquer 

(2016), Northern Scania represents a “key 

location at the vegetation-zone boundary 

between the temperate and the hemiboreal 

zones”.   

The Hyltemossa ICOS station is located in 

northwestern Scania county (56°06‟N, 13°25‟E, 

115 m asl) within Klippan Municipality, close to 

Perstorp town (the largest closest reference 

town). This particular site location was chosen 

due to the representative vegetation areas 

Network of ICOS stations in Sweden 

Figure 2.5.: ICOS Sweden Network (ICOS,2014) 
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(Hellström, 2016). The forest around the tower is mainly composed of Picea abies (Norway 

spruce), with small fraction of birch trees and a few Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine), specific 

vegetation for the temperate, maritime climate. 

The Hyltemossa station hosts both an atmospheric and ecosystem station. 

The following parameters are continuously measured: „air temperature, atmospheric pressure, 

carbon dioxide, ground water level, ground water temperature, precipitation, snow depth, soil 

heat flux, soil moisture, soil temperature, solar radiation, sunshine duration, surface 

temperature, terrestrial radiation, tree temperature, water vapor and wind vector‟ (ICOS, 2014) .  
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3.  Methodology  

In this paper, the emphasis is put on the land use change in a particular area (Hyltemossa), 

within the time frame 1812 – 2006. The changes in land use were captured as snapshots from 

historical maps, without any auxiliary information of what happened between the years when 

the land was cadastrated, as this project has its limitations in terms of data availability. As the 

study area has always been a non-urban area, there is not a wide database consisting in 

historical maps, especially detailed maps, which fulfill the objective of this study. Considering 

these aspects, it is was important to set the methodology accordingly. The methodology consists 

of the following main process steps, described in figure 3.1.. 

 

Figure 3.1.: Overview of the method for creating the historical land-use changes database 

 

3.1. The need for historical land use data  

3.1.1. Carbon modelling perspective 

As already explained in the background section, historical land use data was relevant for the 

carbon modelling societies. Each land-cover class, soil type or plant species releases different 

amounts of carbon dioxide in the air, therefore it was of high importance to have historical and 

present-day maps documenting the vegetation (Olin, 2015) for the study area.  

The soil carbon inventories are highly affected when changing from one land class to another 

(i.e. native forest to agricultural land). It is both the ecosystem that undergoes change and land 

management after conversion that influence the carbon soil (Rhoades et al., 2000). 
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The focus of this study, in respect to carbon modeling, was both on what land use data to be 

extracted from historical maps and also on what the need for land use data in global vegetation 

models (GVMs) are.  

 

3.1.2. Biodiversity perspective 

The methodology regarding the map processing realised by Cousins et al. (2015) offers 

important insights in how can historical maps be of use for such studies and was inspiring for 

the map processing in the current thesis. The maps used in Cousins et al.‟s study were 

economical maps that showed land-use, land-cover and ownership, but only the most important 

features were extracted, meaning they were digitized (after the rectification process). The 

rectification of maps consisted in polynomial transformations. Other aspects regarding 

classification are that subclasses of land-cover can not always be identified, meaning that both 

deciduous forests and wood pastures were digitized as the main land-cover class, that is forest 

(Cousins et al., 2015). The same study revealed that the “semi-natural grassland area shrank 

dramatically to less than 4% of its previous cover, and mainly due to increased silviculture”, 

arable field either converted into forest or modern grassland, while the modern grassland that 

did not exist in 1900, covers more than three time the present day semi-natural grassland area” 

(Cousins et al., 2015). 

As already presented in the background section, the need for the current database of historical 

land use changes was justified also as to understand the vulnerability of the present Swedish 

landscape and „assess the sustainability of current landscape management practices under a 

changing climate‟ (Marquer, 2016). 

 

3.2. Checking the available historical land-use map resources 

The study area, Hyltemossa, is a Scanian rural parish located in southern Sweden. Due to the 

time frame of the historical maps and the fact that the study area has always been a rural area, 

the amount of data is rather limited.  
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The first selection criteria of maps was for each map to contain a good level of detail, at least 

the main land cover classes (i.e. artificial areas, agricultural, forest, wetland and water bodies). 

A very limited number of four historical maps met the criteria for this study, in terms of 

mapping details (i.e. land cover, land use classes). Other selection criteria was to be able to 

distinguish land parcels, for which further changes were correlated. General maps, with a rather 

orientative character, in which mainly the names of places and landforms were identified, were 

not useful for this project. Figure 3.1 A is an example of a map with informative character that 

was not used. Other example of maps are also given in figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1.: Six historical maps showing parts of Hyltemossa area: (A) Topographic map from 1865, 

showing localities, district boundaries and water bodies, but too coarse for this study; (B) Military 

topographical map, 1812, showing district boundaries, roads and the main land cover classes (C) Land 

survey map from 1874, with a good level of details; (D) District economic map, with an increased level 

of details, such as different types of forest, from 1910; (E) Economic map from 1970, where all main 

classes of CLC were easily identified; (F) Orthophoto from 2006, where subclasses of CLC were 

identified; only natural boundaries were identified in the map. 

 

The inventory for geographical data sources used in the thesis are named in table 3.2.: 
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Table 3.2. : Summary of the historical maps used in this study (based on data from the Swedish National 

Land Survey) 

 

Time Years Type of map Swedish name Scale 

T1 1812 Military topographical Skanska rekognoseringskartan 1 : 20,000 

T2 1874 Land survey 

 

Laga skifte 1 : 4,000 (infields) 

1 : 8,000 (forest land) 

T3 1910 District economical Häradsekonomiska kartan 1 : 20,000 

T4 1970 Economic Ekonomiska kartan 1 : 10,000 

T5 2006 Orthophoto map Ortofoto 1 : 5,000 

 

 

3.3. Decision on land-use data classification 

It was decided that the data extracted from historical maps through digitizing process should be 

classified using the Corine Land Cover Classification (CLC), as the land-cover program  

provides comprehensive snapshots of the land cover at European level, from main class to very 

detailed subclasses. Moreover, CLC products are higly recommended by the European 

Commision services as “basic instruments for the definition of political programs related to the 

territory by the European Environment Agency (EEA)” (Yang, 2017). So it was important to 

use a modern land cover classification internationaly recognised at European level; moreover, at 

a global level, although the land cover datasets are obtained from digitizing differite satellite 

images, each data set is different, in terms of classification systems, even legends, aiming to fit 

a thematic map (Yang, 2017); as results, two land cover classification are often incompatible. 

Using Corine CLC, as a unified European standard that many research communities use, 

especially in European Economic Area (EEA), was also interesting to find out how modern land 

use classifications can be integrated with historical maps. Past studies showed a good 

correlation between results obtained from LRAs using pollen data and CLC (Cui, 2014). 

 

It is also interesting to mention that the choise of modern classification is not telling what the 

exact composition was of the landscape element regarding carbon content and biodiversity. 
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3.4. Creation of the historical land use database and the tools for analyzing the 

database 

 

3.4.1. The georeferencing process 

A significant part of the geographic data available for the study area was in formats that could 

not be immediately integrated with GIS data. In order to continue, the data was geocoded into 

modern geodetic reference systems. The georeferencing process consisted of two processes:  

(a) identifying common points in the historical and modern maps  

(b) performing an empirical transformation of the historical maps into modern reference 

systems.  

 

The identification of common points and coordinating the points on the scanned images/maps 

with points on a geographically referenced data (i.e. orthophoto), was greatly simplified, mainly 

because the layer control points (Figure 3.2) were very easily identified (i.e. roads intersections 

and political boundary, Figure 3.3).  

 

 

 

 

The same points were valid for all the maps used in the study case, as the study area is crossed 

by 3 important roads, visible from the very first map up to the most recent one (Figure 3.3). 

Also, the political boundary is clearly defined on the early maps and there are visible natural 

landmarks on the orthophoto map. In order to facilitate the further steps and to avoid working 

Figure 3.2. Snapshot from the georeferencing 

process: the control points layer 

Figure 3.3. Snapshot of the geografically referenced 

map of Hyltemossa area: natural point control are 

visible 
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with very large maps, all the maps have been cropped to cover only the study area 

(Hyltemossa). 

 

When geoprocessing, geometrical transformation of the map must be done. A principle in 

choosing a certain transformation is based on the geometrical distortions in the original data. 

Larger geometrical distortions are rather common when working with historical maps, so 

empirical transformations, i.e. polynomial transformations, must be applied (Kresse and Danko, 

2012). The degree of distortion for the map indicates the appropriate polynomial degree, i.e. the 

higher the map distortion, the more control points needed. In this study there were used 

scanned/unreferenced historical maps, i.e. „correct internal image geometry that requires a 

minimal quantity of control points and a minimal polynomial degree‟ (Kresse and Danko, 

2012), i.e. 2nd polynomial degree. 

 

The reference system into which the maps were projected was SWEREF 99 TM (SWEdish 

REference Frame 1999, Transverse Mercator), that is the projected coordinate system used for 

specifying geographical positions in Sweden and also identified in the modern maps and 

orthophotos. 

 

3.4.2. The digitizing process 

Digitizing is the process of creating editable features (i.e. vector datasets), in order to recreate 

the historical map to which spatial and non-spatial attributes can be added, such as an attribute 

table. In the digitizing process, there are 3 features types available to be used: point, line, and 

polygon (Kresse and Danko, 2012). As the aim of the study was to get an inventory of the land 

use classes, by identifying land parcels, the polygon feature type was used to digitize.  
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Figure 3.4.: Snapshot from the digitizing process of orthophoto from 2006: digitized layer - forests  

 

For each of the 5 main land use classes (Figures 3.5, 3.6), a vector layer with a suggestive name 

was created and each individual land unit was digitized accordingly. Each layer was assigned a 

rather simple attribute table, that was its representative value, according to Corine Land Cover 

Classification for level 1 (Table 3.4). 

 

 

Land use class Identification number Color on the maps 

Artificial surface 1 red 

Agricultural 2 yellow/beige 

Forest and semi-natural areas 3 green 

Wetlands 4 blue 

Water bodies 5 blue 

*No data 0 black 

Also, the complete name of the land class can be consulted by users in the attribute table. 

Certainly, more data could have been extracted from the historical maps, such as names, 

places, cadastral numbers, but it was not of high interest for this study. The reference system 

Table 3.4. Land cover classes classified accordingly to CORINE CLC, level 1 
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used in digitizing was SWEREF 99 TM,  the same reference system in the orthophoto, often 

used as verification method to identify areas on the historical maps.  

 

3.4.3. Raster images 

The third main processing step was converting feature shapefiles into raster images, based on 

the related values for the land use classes. The GIS software ArcMap 10.2 (ESRI, 2001) was 

used has such conversion built-in functions and was, therefore, used in this study.. Each 

shapefile was converted into a raster format, and then, by using a „mosaic‟ function, a complete 

raster, containing all the land use classes in that particular map, was created.  The spatial 

resolution of the grid was 1 meter, which is a very high resolution. But the idea behind this step 

was to capture all available data, knowing that particular researchers will use the modern maps 

created in this study. Later functions and processes can easily be applied, perhaps too detailed 

data to be lost, but this is up to further users. All the raster images with 1 m spatial resolution 

were converted to 25 m resolution, considering that within biodiversity 25 m resolution is 

required (Marquer, 2014) and also 25 m resolution is a divisor of the resolutions Corine CLC 

implements (i.e 100x100m, 250x250 m) (EEA, 2010). 

The final raster maps were, therefore, projected accordingly. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.: Visual comparison between the same raster image, but at two different spatial resolutions 
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3.5. Technical development of the tool 

 

The tools were developed using  the GIS software ArcGIS10.2 and the programming language 

Phyton. The GIS software ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI, 2014) is one of the most sophisticated software 

in the GIS field that allows the user to perform a large variety of spatial and statistical analysis 

over digitized maps. The advanced programming language platform Python is successfully 

integrated into the ArcGIS, especially via two modules: “arcpy” and “pythonaddins”. ArcGIS 

has a Python interface and by integrating Python scripts into ArcGIS, the user has the 

possibility to create additional tools in order to achieve its objectives. 

The tool consists of fivet script tools (Click_XY, Draw_Rec, Get_XY_Stat, Get_Rec_Stat, 

Data_Path) and an add-in toolbar (XY_History) described in the following section. 

 

3.5.1. The XY_History tool 

The XY_History tool is not a toolbox tool, but a Python Add-ins toolbar, which is a single 

compressed file, created using Python scripts, recognized by ArcGIS Desktop Products in order 

to easily be installed and used by any user.  

The Add-ins are single or group tools, i.e. Button, Tool, Menu, Toolbar, that perform an action 

in response to application event (ESRI, 20120). To generally create a Python Add-in, four 

process steps must be followed:  

(1) Use Python Add-in Wizzard, a small software provided by ESRI, to create an Add-in 

framework, that is to define buttons, tools, menus, checkboxes in the wizzard etc; the Python 

Add-in scripts inside the toolbar use the following modules: „arcpy‟, „pythonaddins‟, „numpy‟, 

„csv‟, „matplotlib‟ and „re‟ , all being installed by default to ArcGIS in the computer. 

(2) Write Python Code behind the buttons, tools etc.; 

(3) Compile to create single Add-In file (makeaddin.py);  

(4) Install Add-in. (ArcGIS, 2014).  

 

Installing the XY_History toolbar (Appendix E.2) to ArcGIS is the initial process step in order 

to analyze the historical maps and is done in two easy process steps: 

 (1) reach the “History folder” and double click on the “makeaddin.py”; it will create a new file 

named “History.esriaddin”  
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(2) double click the newly created file, confirm the permission to install and click “Install Add-

ins”.  

After ArcMap is opened, the XY_History toolbar can be activated from the „Tools‟ menu, under 

the „Customize‟ drop down menu. 

The toolbar consists of the main user input, named „Data_Path‟, where the user is asked to 

insert the complete path from the database to be used in the analyzing process and four buttons, 

described in Table 3.5: 

 

Table 3.5.: Button description of the XY_History toolbar 

 Button name Button description 

01 Click_XY Extract the X,Y coordinates for the mouse clicked location 

02 Draw_Rec Draw the rectangle and extract the X,Y coordinates for the mouse                          

selected   location 

03 Get_XY_Stat Get the values of the mouse clicked location from all maps 

04 Get_Rec_Stat Get the Land Class Statistics for drawn rectangle area from all maps, 

expressed in square meters 

05 Data_Path Allows the user to choose the folder path where to retrieve data from 

 

3.5.2. The ‘Click_XY’ button 

The aim of this button was to simply allow the user to move the mouse over the map, pick a 

pixel, click on it and displaying into the Python Shell its coordinates. 

Obviously, the same modules as in the main add-in were used. A function was created to 

calculate the row (X) and column (Y) coordinate for the clicked pixel in the given image. 

The main program for the Add-ins tool consists in implementing the History_addin.tool, which 

basically could be translated as following: the clicked area is defined by a point/pixel, in other 

words, it has no geometry, and when the click has been pressed, the mouse clicked location X 

and Y for the coordinate according to the map coordinate system, will be printed preceded by 

the message: ”Coordinates are:”. The script is available in Appendix E.4. 

 

3.5.3. The ‘Draw_Rec‘ button 

This button is very similar to the previous one, the map is processed to obtain the coordinates 

for each pixel, with the main difference that the area is defined by the user as a rectangle, with 
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dimensions defined by the user. The coordinates are printed in the Python shell. The script is 

available in Appendix E.5. 

 

3.5.4. The ‘Get_XY_Stat’ button 

The aim of this button is to display for the user the history of the clicked pixel. To do so, the 

image is processed to calculate the row and coordinate for the chosen pixel, as in the 

„Click_XY‟ button. Moreover, as the pixel‟s history is required, from each land use class is 

extracted the corresponding value (i.e. 1 - artificial, 2 - agricultural, 3 - forest and semi- natural 

areas, 4 - wetlands and 5 - water bodies). The message displayed is “The clicked pixel is:” 

followed by its coordinates, and the name of the map, the year of the map, the pixel‟s values 

and the class name. The message printed is rather a table from which the user can easily retrieve 

the required statistics. The script is available in Appendix E.6. 

 

3.5.5. The ‘Get_Rec_Stat’ button 

This button could be considered to „sum up‟ all the previous functions, as the script firstly runs 

the function to process the rows and columns from the map, it extracts the land use class 

corresponding to each pixel, and for rectangular area chosen by the user, it displays the message 

“Land Class Statistics for the drawn area. All the values are expressed in square meters” and 

calculate statistics. To express the values in square meters, the size of the pixel was multiplied 

by the number of pixels of that certain land class in the map. The script is available in Appendix 

E.7. 

 

3.5.6. The ’Data_Path’ button 

This is an extra part of the tool, without which the script works perfectly fine.  

Starting from the idea that for non-experienced users, working and retrieving statistics from 

raster images might be more complicated, in terms of accurately identifying a precise area both 

on the original maps and the processed ones, this tool was created.  

It adds an empty box in the toolbar, where the user must insert the geodatabase‟s full path. The 

data in the raster images that will be analyzed will be simply extracted from the indicated path. 

There is no need for the maps to be inserted manually in the ArcMap, except for visualization 
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purpose, of course. But, the real map (i.e. orthophoto map) must be added in ArcMap, so the 

user can choose on it the point/area to be analyzed. 

Therefore, for a friendlier user interface, the user can visualize and select the area on the „real 

map‟, while retrieving statistics from the digitized historical land use maps. The script is 

available in Appendix E.2. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Land-use data used in the study 

Table 4.1. summarizes the land cover identifed in the historical maps that can also be estimated 

by LRAs. In each main land class ( i.e. Corine level 1- agricultural areas) sublevels of the land 

classification were identified (i.e. Corine level 2 - arable land, permanent crops or pastures). 

There were also situations when a more detailed subclass was identified, such as coniferous, 

deciduous or mixed forests (Table 4.2.). However, although artificial areas (i.e. roads) are not of 

interest for the research communities, they were digitized in order to provide accurate modern 

maps based on historical ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Land cover identified in the maps and estimated by LRA 

(according to CORINE land cover classification) 

CORINE level 1 CORINE level2 CORINE level3 

Agricultural areas Arable land  

Permanent crops Vineyards, fruit trees 

Pastures  

Forest and semi-

natural areas 

Forests Coniferous, deciduous, mixed forests 

 Shrub and/or herbaceous 

vegetation association 

 Natural grassland/moors and heathland 

Wetlands Inland wetlands Inland marshes/peat bogs 

Waters Inland waters Water courses, water bodies 

Table 4.1. Land cover identified in the maps and estimated by LRAs 
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Land class 

(according to Corine CLC) 

Type of map 

Military 

topographical 

Land 

survey 

District 

economic 
Economic Orthophoto 

      

Artificial 

area 

Road and 

railways 

network 

   
artificial 

areas 
 

Construction 

sites 

-  
    

  -      

Agricultural 

areas 

Agricultural 

areas   -  - 

Forest and 

semi-

natural 

areas 

Broad-leaved 

forest 

forest forest forest 

 

forest 

 

 

Mixed forest  

Coniferous 

forest 
 

Natural 

grasslands 
- - -   

Moors and 

headlands 
-  - -  

Wetlands Inland wetlands  - - -  

Water 

bodies 

Water courses   - -  

Water bodies      

 

4.2. Description of the created land use database 

 

For each historical map selected in this study, two modern datasets, raster images and feature 

classes, were created.  

 

4.2.1. Shapefile feature classes 

For each land cover class, a shapefile feature class was created. Each layer is named according 

to the name of the map and the land cover class name it represents (i.e. 

Table 4.2. Inventory of each land class identified in each map used in the project 
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1812_Skanska_rekogno_SHAPEFILE_Agricultural_areas.shp). The geometry type selected for 

the digitizing process is polygon. The projected coordinate system for each shapefile is 

SWEREF 99 TM, with Transverse Mercator projection, GCS_Sweref99 Geographic Coordinate 

System and D_Sweref99 Datum. 

 

The digitized maps are presented, together with each shapefile layer of land-use class and 

subclasses: 

 1812_ Military topographic map (Skanska rekognoseringskartan): artificial areas (roads), 

agricultural, forest and semi-natural, wetland and waterbodies; 

 1874_Land survey map (Laga skifte): artificial areas (roads; mine, dump and construction 

sites), agricultural area, forest and seminatural areas (forest; moors and heathland), water bodies 

(water bodies and water courses); 

 1910_District economical map (Häradsekonomiska): artificial areas (roads; mine, dump and 

construction sites), forest and seminatural areas (forest; moors and heathland), water bodies; 

 1970_ Economical map (Ekonomiska kartan): artificial areas, agricultural, forest and semi-

natural (forest, natural grassland) and waterbodies; 

 2006_Orthophoto: artificial areas (roads; mine, dump and construction sites), forest and 

seminatural areas (broad-leaved forest, coniferous forest, mixed forest, natural grasslands), 

water bodies (water bodies and water courses). 

 

Two of the digitized maps are presented in the Figure 4.1. and 4.2, while the entire database of 

digitized maps can be consulted in the Appendix B (Figures 7.7.-7.11). 
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 Figures 4.1. and 4.2: Dizitized maps over the study area 
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4.2.2. Raster images dataset  

For each land-use layer, a corresponding raster image was created, with 25 meter spatial 

resolution, as there are many details (i.e. small buildings, narrow rivers) that could have been 

lost at a courser spatial resolution. It was proceed in this manner, considering that database 

could be used by research communities intereseted in such details. As already explained above, 

the cell size (x,y) for these raster images is 25 meters, there is only one band, the format is Grid, 

the pixel type is „signed interger‟, the XY Coordinate System is SWEREF 99 TM, with the 

linear unit of 25 meters, angular unit set to degrees and the datum is D_Sweref99.) 

 

Each of the 5 maps was assembled as a mosaic of all its corresponding land use classes. For 

example, in the image 4.3., the final raster image consists of a mosaic of the following shapefile 

layers: artificial areas (1), agricultural areas (2), forests (3), wetland (4) and water bodies (5).  

(see legend in image 4.3.): The final „mosaic‟ is usually named as the original map, followed by 

the word „raster‟ (i.e. „orthoraster‟, „lagaraster‟). At this point, the rasters were projected to 

ETRS89 Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection, as the reference grid (Corine CLC) and the 

orthophoto are, and saved into a database. Two of the raster images are presented below, while 

the entire database of raster images can be consulted in the appendix (Appendix, Figures 7.12-

7.17). 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Terrestrial_Reference_System_1989
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lambert_azimuthal_equal-area_projection
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Figure 4.3 and 4.4: Raster images over the study area 

 

By visually analyzing the maps, great changes in land-use classes during the study period 1812-

2006 are noticeble. But the changes are rather due to the classification methods of the land-use 

classes. For example, the natural grassland (which belongs to the Shrub and/or herbacaecus 

vegetation) was given the attribute of forest (which is the main level of classification), attribute 

that was also given for the mixed forest, as both sublevels of classification are divisions of 

forest vegetation. Another example would be within the agricultural areas, where pastures, land 

principally ocupied by agriculture or permanently irrigated land were all classified in one class, 

that is agricultural areas. In image 4.4, the orthophoto, all forest subclasses (broad-leaf forest, 

deciduous forest and mixed forest) are all classified as forest. 

 

4.3. Tools for analyzing historical land use data 

4.3.1. Results - User perspective of the tools 

 

The objective of this study was, besides creating a modern spatial database of historical maps, 

to enable the user to actively analyze the history of particular areas of interest. That is, the user 
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gets the chance to select a point and check its corresponding historical land use values from all 

maps (Figure 4.5.). Moreover, if the user is interested in analyzing a particular area, a tool was 

created to provide the possibility of drawing a rectangle over the area of interest and retrieving 

statistics. This is an alternative method to find out to what extent the land use has changed over 

time. For a more user-friendly interface, the window can be drawn on a orthophoto, where real 

life objects and natural areas are easier to identify. 

 

Firstly, the user must install the add-in toolbar, in order to be available for using it in ArcMAP.  

 

The user will open the „History‟ folder for this study, find and double-click on the 

„makeaddin.py‟ script (Figure 4.6. A). A new window will be automatically opened, asking 

permission to install the add-in utility (Figure 4.6. B). A short description of the add-in will be 

displayed, such as the name of the script, author and a brief description of what this add-in does. 

To complete the installation, the user must click the „Install Add-In‟ button (Figure 4.6. B). A 

confirmation message confirming that the „Installation succeeded‟ will pop up (Figure 4.6. C). 

Figure 4.5.: The concept of extracting land-use values for the same pixel, from multiple 

maps 
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Figure 4.6.: Esri Add-in Installation Utility 

 

When used for the first time this toolbar, it is possible that the user must manually add the 

toolbar from the ‟Tools‟ menu, under the drop „Customize‟ drop down menu (Figure 4.7.). 

 

  

Figure 4.7.: Adding the XY_History toolbar in the ArcMap window 
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The next steps the user shall do in order to process the database is to open the Python shell, 

copy-paste in the ‟Data_Path‟ box the full path with the location of raster dataset that will be 

analyzed and press ‟Enter‟(Figure 4.8.). 

 

Figure 4.8.: Snapshot of manualy inserting the path in the empty box for the database to be used 

 

In the Python shell (Figure 4.8.), a message displaying the path the user inserted will show up, 

indicating that the path is alright. If the path is not found or it is wrong, a red colored message 

will pop-up inform the user regarding the error. On the right-hand side of the shell, some useful 

Python commands will be displayed. 

 

The Python shell shall be open during the calculation of the statistics as all the messages and 

results will be displayed in the shell. 

 

Often, it is easier for the users to find a particular area of interest on the raster images, as raster 

images resemble a distorted form of reality, in terms of displaying details. Therefore, the user 

has the option of identifying the area of interest on an orthophoto, zooming in as much as 

needed.  

 

The next step is the orthophoto to be inserted, using the ‟Add data‟ option from ArcMap. As 

already mentioned, the user will identify an area from the ‟real‟ map while the statistics will be 

retrieved from the database indicated in the path (Figure 4.9.). 
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Figure 4.9.: Snapshot of manually inserting the orthophoto map into working space 

 

The first button in the ‟XY_History‟ toolbar is ‟Click_XY‟(Figure 4.10.), which is a simple 

function that helps the user to identify the coordinates of the chosen location. The button works 

if er the ‟Click_XY‟ is clicked and immediately after, a point in the real map is clicked. In the 

Python shell, the coordinates of the clicked point are displayed.  Although very simple, the 

function has its utility in helping the user to identify the area of interest, by displaying the real 

coordinates on the map. 
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Figure 4.10.: Snapshot of the analysing tool: retrieving coordinates for a clicked pixel, using the 

„Click_XY” button 

 

To retrieve statistics for that point, the user must press the ‟Get_XY_Stat‟ (Figure 4.11.). In the 

Python shell, a message showing the coordinates of the point are displayed, followed by a table,  

in which the year (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5) for each map used in statistics is displayed (1812, 1874, 

1910, 1970, 2006). The value according to Corine Land Cover classification and its description 

are also displayed. The idea behind this button is that the user gets the chance to find out for 

each individual pixel how the land use has changed. For example, for the point clicked as an 

example,  in 1812, the point was classified as agricultural area, in 1874 there is no data recorded 

for it, later in 1910 the point is still an agricultural area,  and since 1970, including 2006, that 

particular values was classified as forest and semi-natural area. 

 

Considering the spatial resolution and the research communities interested in such land use 

databases, there might be different opinions on the utility of this function. But, this ‟point 

selection‟ buttons were useful in developing the principal tools for analyzing areas. 

 

 

Figure 4.11.: Snapshot of the analysing tool: retrieving statistics for a clicked pixel, using the 

„Get_XY_Stat” button 

 

By choosing ‟Draw_Rec‟ option (Figure 4.12.), the user can select a rectangular area, of any 

size, even the entire study area, for which to retrieve the coordinates. The selection area will be 

distinguished by yellow color. Depending on the size of the selection, the program might need 

more time for calculation.  
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Figure 4.12.: Snapshot of the analysing tool: drawing an area of interest and retrieving the main 

coordinates using „Draw_Rec” button 

 

The most meaningful and useful button is ‟Get_Rec_Stat‟ (Figure 4.13.) which calculates 

statistics for the selection area. In the Python shell, a table containing the time frame (T1, 

T2...T5) followed by the land cover classes identified in the map is presented. The user can 

interpret the table to find out how many square meters of each land cover was identified on a 

map at a certain time. Moreover, the evolution for each land cover class can be analyzed, 

following data on columns. The columns are named ‟C_01‟, ‟C_02‟,..., ‟C_05‟, correlated with 

the main classes in CLC.  
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Figure 4.13.: Snapshot of the analysing tool: retrieving statistics for the area of interest using 

„Get_Rec_Stat” button 

 

4.4. Evaluation of the tool and the historical land use database  

The created toolbar, XY_History, was tested with the historical land use database, consisting of 

five raster images over the study area, from different five data frames. The tools work good 

(faster) for small areas, but also for larger areas, that cover the digitized maps. When the user 

tries to retrieve statistics for all Hyltemossa area, the tools are working, but the results will be 0 

for all the land use classes. The reason is simple: Hyltemossa does not have an easy rectangular 

shape, that could be covered by the drawing rectangle tool. This means that there are many 

areas with no data that interfere with the digitized maps, leading to inconclusive results. 

 

Statistics were retrieved for the area around the ICOS station. A rectangle of 220x200 meters 

was drawn over the station area, to calculate how the land use has changed during the time 

frame 1812 – 2006, considering the available resources. 

 

Figure 4.14.: Snapshot of the analysing tool: Draw rectangle tool applied over Hyltemossa station area 
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The results are the captured in table 4.3. and they are more efficient interpreted following the 

column for each class and its evolution, as following: 

The statistics is expressed as a table, with 7 columns, the first one „Time‟ represents the 

cronological order of the maps, followed by the land use classes „C_01‟ to „C_05‟, according to 

CLC, classification previously explained. 

The numbers obtained in the table represent square meters of a specific land use class. 

 

Table 4.3.: Statistical results of the test area (data retrieved from the a test run by the analysis tool) 

Land Class Statistics for drawn rectangle area. All the values are in  square 

meters. 

Time 

period 

ND(m2) C_01(m2) C_02(m2) C_03(m2) C_04(m2) C_05(m2) 

T1 0 0 35025 0 0 885 

T2 0 93 29038 5273 0 1551 

T3 0 98 0 30833 0 4979 

T4 0 120 0 35790 0 0 

T5 0 128 0 35782 0 0 

 

For a better correlation between the statistics and the maps, the author took snapshots over the 

area captured in the rectangular box, helping the user to understand both the aim of this tools, 

but also how the statistics were retrieved. 

 

Figure 4.16.: Snapshots over the raster images in a rectangular test area: (A) Skanska rekongosering map 

from 1812, (B) Laga skifte map from 1874, (C) Häradsekonomiska map from 1910, (D) Ekonomiska 

map from 1970, (E) Orthophoto map from 2006 

 

It can be observed that all the images are land covered, therefore there are no cells with „No 

data‟ values. Moreover, by correlating figure 4.15. with figure 4.16, it can be analyzed the land 
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use convertion over time. In the first map, agricultural area (class 02) was predominantly, in the 

second map, the land started to be partially covered by forest (class 03), and on the next three 

maps, the forest intensification can be observed.  

 

4.5. Discussion  

The tool proved to be efficient when tested on raster images, covering the same area and having 

the same geographical specifications. Although not tested, the script shall work good with time 

series images, as each map captures the same existing features over the same area at a certain 

time.  

If there is not an available orthophoto for the study area, the user can ignore the „Data_path‟ 

box,  and simply add the raster images to be analyzed into the working window.  

 

For biodiversity, such land use maps and statistics are of interest, as they can be correlated with 

data from Land Reconstruction Algorithms (LRA), for certain time frames. Having such a 

modern land use historical database and the tools created in this study, biodiversity 

communities do not need to check out every historical map, identify the study area and visually 

extract the land use data. It is more convenient to insert the database‟s path and using the history 

analyzing tools, to retrieve the land use statistics. 

 

Also, carbon modelling communities are interested in such historical land use databases, as the 

soil carbon stocks fluctuate with land-cover and land-use change, particularly when great 

variations are registered through disturbance and cultivation. Again, when a similar raster 

database is available for the study area, carbon modelling societies can easily get an overview of 

how the vegetation has changed. For example, when there is a significant difference in square 

meters for a land use class, from one map/year to the other, it is obvious that significant changes 

occurred in that area. Based on this criteria, further investigations can be conducted. Therefore, 

the analyzing tools created in this study can be used as preliminary analysis to detect land use 

changes for a certain area. 

 

But certainly, the tool  has its limitations. For example, the limited choise of land use 

classification. In this study, there were used only main classes of land use. More differences 
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could be noticed when the land is classified at a more detailed level. Also, when using a 

classification that is not developed for the aim of comparison, that would be a classification that 

described differences is biodiversity or carbon storage of the land cover. 

 

4.6. Future work. Practical study: usage in carbon modelling and 

biodiversity studies 

As future work, the present database shall be tested by biodiversity and carbon modelling 

communities, to test its efficiency and find out what improvements can be done. 

The entire study was conducted in order to support the above mentioned communities in their 

land use changes related studies, so it is of high interest for the author to get feedback for the 

present research. 

a) in the biodiversity field, as verification method between the vegetation identified in historical 

maps and the one obtained from a vegetation reconstruction model and  

b) in the carbon modelling field, as quantifying the impact that human-driven land-use changes 

have over local greenhouse gas emissions, based on carbon modelling algorithms. 

 

4.7. Improvements of the historical land use database and tool  

In terms of maps availability, the historical land use database for Hyltemossa is rather poor. As 

mentioned previously, since this area has always been a remote area and land reforms did not 

affect the area, there was not a high interest in mapping the field more frequently. The initial 

idea of this study was to digitize all maps over the Hyltemossa area, since the very early maps 

produced in the 1600s. But many of these maps were either general maps, either map at a very 

small scale. Therefore, land cover data could not be extracted from all available sources, 

reducing the database to 3 historical maps and 2 modern ones. The decision to extend the 

timeframe, up to 1970s and later to 2006, was taken in order to provide more support to 

research communities possibly interested in the Hyltemossa historical database. 
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When working with urban areas, the land use changes are more frequent, especially in 

extending the built-in area. More cadastral dossiers and written texts are available in the 

archives, which assigned as attributes for the parcels, could highly improve the results. The 

cause of conversion for each individual parcel can be easier understood, especially by the 

research communities. Other outcomes, such as creating longitudinal integrated demographic 

and geographic databases (Hedefalk, 2015) could have been realized. As an improvement for 

this study, auxiliary sources could have been added as attributes to the digitized maps. 

 

When converting shapefiles into raster images, different spatial resolution can be chosen, 

depending on the further usage of the datasets. The database in this study contains two datasets, 

one at a high spatial resolution (1 meter) and another one at 25 meters spatial resolution. 

Regarding this aspect, the database can be modified accordingly to the needs. 

 

Regarding the display of the toolbar, images could have been assigned to the tool buttons in 

order to improve the display. Interactive messages could be added to guide the user, such as 

“Select the area of interest”, “Press X button to find out to visualize the chart” etc. Moreover, in 

this study, the Python shell is used a communication channel between the user and software. An 

improvement of the scripts could lead to creating windows, graphs or charts to be displayed 

when retrieving statistics.  

 

In terms of efficiency, the scripts can be improved to work firstly, for irregular geometric 

shapes of the study area, such is the Hyltemossa case, that cannot be defined by a perfect 

rectangle. Secondly, the scripts shall be improved to be able to analyze the entire study area; at 

the moment, only limited areas were able to get analyzed. Thirdly, the tool shall be improved so 

the user can work with more types of data (the current script was customized for raster images 

database created for this study case). 

 

4.8. Feasibility on other possible datasets/areas 

The analyzing tools shall work with raster datasets. The main condition for a correct and 

efficient usage is that the database shall contain at least two maps. There is no maximum 
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number of maps that can be processed at once, but certainly, a higher number of maps will lead 

to more computing time. 

The tools were tested with 25 meters spatial resolution raster images and they worked fine. 

Depending on the input data sets, the script can be adjusted to provide more efficiency. 
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5. Conclusions 

The present study aimed to establish a methodology for developing spatiotemporal databases 

that contains historical land use changes to support research communities.  

One outcome of the study was how data from historical maps can be converted to modern land-

use/land-cover classification. In the past, when the first maps were created, the land-cover 

classification was rather simple, into main land-cover classes such as agicultural, built-in areas, 

forests, water bodies, and wetlands. Some maps, as the military ones, contained a great level of 

details, in terms of forms of terrestrial relief. But one of the questions was if there was any 

historical land-use/land-cover class that existed in the past and it can not be classified as modern 

classification systems. As mentioned above, the classes were rather general, so for example, the 

agricultural areas contained both apple groves and rice fields, but it is less probable that in the 

past there were a particular culture/plant species (i.e. purple apple – unrealistic example, but 

aiming to emphasize the idea) that no longer exist in the present (therefore it is not mentioned in 

the modern land-cover classifications), but still, it was particularly mentioned in the past maps. 

Moreover, the present classification includes all possible land-covers and is less probable that 

there might be areas that can not be classified. Other factors, or more precisely, other external 

sources (i.e. cadastral dossiers) would have greatly influence the development of the database, 

but as previously explained, such resources were not available. 

The quality of the land-use maps obtained in this study is directly influenced by the quality of 

the historical maps, both in terms of classification and geometry. It should be mentioned that the 

1 meter resolution dataset is more accurate comparing to the 25 meters raster dataset, in terms 

of a possible comparison with other soil/land-cover maps from a spatial resolution perspective. 

There were no accuracy tests runned over the maps, only being carefully when identifing each 

area in the digitizing process. 

The second part of this study was focused on the development of an analyzing tool through 

which the user would find out how the land use could be converted to different land use classes 

over a certain time. The methodology has been evaluated on a case study over a small area, 

Hyltemossa, in Scania County, Sweden.  
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In terms of evaluation by the biodiversity and carbon modelling societies, the tools developed 

provide statistics in terms of land-use changes. Certainly, the historical land use database can be 

used as an evaluation method for the Land Reconstructing Algorithms and Global Vegetation 

Model. The two interesting usages of the tool, that can be efficiently used are: identifying the 

change in the same pixel (the spatial resolution can range from 1 to 250 meters), by getting 

statistics over more maps at the same time. Perhaps it is not so important to track changes in 1 

square meter from 1700‟s up to the present, but for a larger area (250-meter spatial resolution), 

like 250 square meters are of interest. The second usage of the tool is to be applied over larger 

areas, selected by the user, and tracking the changes from the statistics. The users might find it 

more useful and much easier to select the area and see if there are any changes, instead of 

visually analyzing each map and trying to remember if there are any changes from one map to 

the other. As expected, the tool works with raster images, in different coordinate systems and 

projections, with the only condition that all the maps have the same spatial properties. This 

study was also inspired from time series analysis where the user must insert each image and 

analyze it individually, there was not a built-in tool of the ArcMap software that allowed the 

user to insert more images at the same time and then retrieve statistics from all map 

simultaneously. 

Certainly, the tool developed in this study is on a protype stage, a Beta version, that can be 

improved by other developers with the aim of providing a greater variety of statistics and more 

usage to the research communities. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Tabel A1: Corine land cover classes - Legend (EEA, 2011) 
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Appendix B  

Original maps over Hyltemossa (Swedish National Land Survey) used in the paper 

 

Figure B.1.: Snapshot of a military topographical map from 1812 of Hyltemossa: level of 

details in the map content  

 

Figure B.2.: Snapshot of a land survey map from 1874 of Hyltemossa 
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Figure B.3.: Snapshot of a district economical map from 1910 of Hyltemossa 

 

Figure B.4.: Snapshot of a economical map from 1970 of Hyltemossa 
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Figure B.5.: Snapshot of a orthophotomap from 2006 of Hyltemossa 

Appendix C  

Digitized maps over the Hyltemossa study area  

 

 

 

Figure C.1.: Digitized military 

topographical map from 1812 

   

Figure C.2.: Digitized land 
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Figure C.2.: Digitized land 

survey map from 1874 

Figure C.3.: Digitized district 

economical map from 1910 
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Figure C.5.: Digitized 

orthophoto map from 2006 

Figure C.4.: Digitized 

economical map from 1970 
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Appendix D  Raster images over the Hyltemossa study area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D.1..: Raster 

image from military 

topographical map, 

1812 

Figure D.2.: Raster 

image from district 

economical map 

1910 
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Figure D.3.: Raster 

image from 

economical map, 

1970 

Figure D.4.: Raster 

image from land 

survey map, 1874 
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Figure D.5.: Raster 

image from 

orthophoto, 2006 
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Appendix E 

Scripts for development of the tools 

E.1. Script to create the Add-in  

 

 

import os 

import re 

import zipfile 

 

current_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__)) 

 

out_zip_name = os.path.join(current_path,  

                            os.path.basename(current_path) + 

".esriaddin") 

 

BACKUP_FILE_PATTERN = re.compile(".*_addin_[0-9]+[.]py$", re.IGNORECASE) 

 

def looks_like_a_backup(filename): 

    return bool(BACKUP_FILE_PATTERN.match(filename)) 

 

with zipfile.ZipFile(out_zip_name, 'w', zipfile.ZIP_DEFLATED) as 

zip_file: 

    for filename in ('config.xml', 'README.txt', 'makeaddin.py'): 

        zip_file.write(os.path.join(current_path, filename), filename) 

    dirs_to_add = ['Images', 'Install'] 

    for directory in dirs_to_add: 

        for (path, dirs, files) in os.walk(os.path.join(current_path, 

                                                        directory)): 

            archive_path = os.path.relpath(path, current_path) 

            found_file = False 

            for file in (f for f in files if not looks_like_a_backup(f)): 

                archive_file = os.path.join(archive_path, file) 

                print archive_file 

                zip_file.write(os.path.join(path, file), archive_file) 

                found_file = True 

            if not found_file: 

                zip_file.writestr(os.path.join(archive_path, 

                                               'placeholder.txt'), 

                                  "(Empty directory)") 

E.2. Main script to create the ’History toolbar’  

import arcpy 
import pythonaddins 

import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

 

def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 
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    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

def numToClass(a): 

    if a == 1: 

        csName = 'Artificial Areas' 

    elif a == 2: 

        csName = 'Agriculture Areas' 

    elif a == 3: 

        csName = 'Forest and Semi-Natural Areas' 

    elif a == 4: 

        csName = 'Wetlands' 

    elif a == 5: 

        csName = 'Water' 

    else: 

        csName = 'NoData' 

    return csName 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

class path_box(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_path (ComboBox)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.items = "a" 

        self.editable = True 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.dropdownWidth = 'WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW' 

        self.width = 

'WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW' 

    def onSelChange(self, selection): 

        print "Step : ", selection 

    def onEditChange(self, text): 

        pass 

    def onFocus(self, focused): 

        pass 

    def onEnter(self): 

        print "Path : ", self.value 
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    def refresh(self): 

        pass 

 

class xy_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_cickxy (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "NONE" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or "Rectangle" 

for interactive shape drawing and to activate the onLine/Polygon/Circle 

event sinks. 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x 

        self.y = y 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

 

 

class get_xy_stat(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_getxystat (Button)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.checked = False 

    def onClick(self): 

        click_x = float(h_cickxy.x) 

        click_y = float(h_cickxy.y) 

 

        """ Set arcpy enviornment using user input sources """ 

        #mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 

        #layerList = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd) 

        #description = arcpy.Describe(layerList[1]) 

        #arcpy.env.workspace = description.path 

 

        arcpy.env.workspace = h_path.value 

 

        rasterList = arcpy.ListRasters() 

        rl = sorted(rasterList, key = natural_key) 

 

        dsc = arcpy.Describe(rl[0]) 

        cellx=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        celly=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        xmin=dsc.extent.XMin 

        ymax=dsc.extent.YMax 

 

        col,row=map_to_pixel(click_x, click_y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax) 

        #print col 

        #print row 

 

        """Create Raster Stack""" 

        stack = [] 

        for i in xrange(len(rl)): 

            stack.append(arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(rl[i])) 

 

        """Extract clicked location values""" 

        imnum = ['T1', 'T2', 'T3', 'T4', 'T5'] 

        imyrs = ['1812', '1874', '1910', '1970', '2006'] 
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        hs = [] 

        hs_name = [] 

        for j in xrange(len(stack)): 

            hs.append(np.int(stack[j][row,col])) 

            hs_name.append(numToClass(np.int(stack[j][row,col]))) 

 

        print 'Clicke Pixel is X = {:.4f}, Y = {:.4f})'.format(click_x, 

click_y) 

        print 'Clicked Pixel is (Row = {}, Col = {})'.format(row, col) 

        print 'Time\tYears\t\tValue\tClass_Name\t\t' 

        for pr in xrange(len(hs)): 

            print '{}\t{}\t\t{:d}\t{}\t\t'.format(imnum[pr], imyrs[pr], 

hs[pr], hs_name[pr]) 

 

class rec_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_drawrec (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        rec_extent = rectangle_geometry 

        self.xmin = rec_extent.XMin 

        self.xmax = rec_extent.XMax 

        self.ymin = rec_extent.YMin 

        self.ymax = rec_extent.YMax 

        print 'Corner coordinates of the drawn rectangle.' 

        print "LL - X : " + str(self.xmin) 

        print "LL - Y : " + str(self.ymin) 

        print "UR - X : " + str(self.xmax) 

        print "UR - Y : " + str(self.ymax) 

 

        if arcpy.Exists(r'in_memory\rectangle'): 

            arcpy.Delete_management(r'in_memory\rectangle') 

 

        rectangle = 

arcpy.CreateFishnet_management(r'in_memory\rectangle', '%f %f' 

%(self.xmin, self.ymin), '%f %f' %(self.xmin, self.ymax), 0, 0, 1, 1,  

'%f %f' %(self.xmax, self.ymax), 'NO_LABELS', '%f %f %f %f' %(self.xmin, 

self.ymin, self.xmax, self.ymax)) 

        arcpy.RefreshActiveView() 

        return rectangle 

 

class get_rec_stat(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_getrecstat (Button)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.checked = False 

    def onClick(self): 

        rec_xmin = h_drawrec.xmin 

        rec_xmax = h_drawrec.xmax 

        rec_ymin = h_drawrec.ymin 

        rec_ymax = h_drawrec.ymax 
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        """ Set arcpy enviornment using user input sources """ 

        #mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 

        #layerList = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd) 

        #description = arcpy.Describe(layerList[1]) 

        #arcpy.env.workspace = description.path 

 

        arcpy.env.workspace = h_path.value 

 

        rasterList = arcpy.ListRasters() 

        rl = sorted(rasterList, key = natural_key) 

 

        dsc = arcpy.Describe(rl[0]) 

        cellx=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        celly=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        xmin=dsc.extent.XMin 

        ymax=dsc.extent.YMax 

 

        ll_col, ll_row=map_to_pixel(rec_xmin, rec_ymin, cellx, celly, 

xmin, ymax) 

        ul_col, ul_row=map_to_pixel(rec_xmax, rec_ymax, cellx, celly, 

xmin, ymax) 

 

        print "Row number of the Lower Left Corner : " + str(ll_row) 

        print "Column number of the Lower Left Corner : " + str(ll_col) 

        print "Row number of the Upper Right Corner : " + str(ul_row) 

        print "Column number of the Upper Right Corner : " + str(ul_col) 

 

        area_pix = int(cellx*celly) 

 

        """Create Raster Stack""" 

        stack = [] 

        for i in xrange(len(rl)): 

            stack.append(arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(rl[i])) 

 

        """Extract clicked location values""" 

        imnum = ['T1', 'T2', 'T3', 'T4', 'T5'] 

        imyrs = ['1812', '1874', '1910', '1970', '2006'] 

 

        t1 = stack[0][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t2 = stack[1][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t3 = stack[2][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t4 = stack[3][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t5 = stack[4][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

 

        #print t1 

        #print t2 

        #print t3 

        #print t4 

        #print t5 

 

        t1_cls = np.array([(t1 == 0).sum() + (t1 == 255).sum(), (t1 == 

1).sum(), (t1 == 2).sum(), (t1 == 3).sum(), (t1 == 4).sum(), (t1 == 

5).sum()]) 
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        t2_cls = np.array([(t2 == 0).sum() + (t2 == 255).sum(), (t2 == 

1).sum(), (t2 == 2).sum(), (t2 == 3).sum(), (t2 == 4).sum(), (t2 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t3_cls = np.array([(t3 == 0).sum() + (t3 == 255).sum(), (t3 == 

1).sum(), (t3 == 2).sum(), (t3 == 3).sum(), (t3 == 4).sum(), (t3 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t4_cls = np.array([(t4 == 0).sum() + (t4 == 255).sum(), (t4 == 

1).sum(), (t4 == 2).sum(), (t4 == 3).sum(), (t4 == 4).sum(), (t4 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t5_cls = np.array([(t5 == 0).sum() + (t5 == 255).sum(), (t5 == 

1).sum(), (t5 == 2).sum(), (t5 == 3).sum(), (t5 == 4).sum(), (t5 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        temp_stat = np.vstack((t1_cls, t2_cls, t3_cls, t4_cls, t5_cls)) 

        #print temp_stat 

 

        print 

"##########################################################" 

        print "Land Class Statistics for drawn rectangle area. All the 

values are in square meters." 

 

        print 'Time\t\tND\t\tC_01\t\tC_02\t\tC_03\t\tC_04\t\tC_05\t\t' 

        for k in xrange(len(imnum)): 

            print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[k], 

temp_stat[k,0]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,1]*area_pix, 

temp_stat[k,2]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,3]*area_pix, 

temp_stat[k,4]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,5]*area_pix)     

     

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[0], 

temp_stat[0,0], temp_stat[0,1], temp_stat[0,2], temp_stat[0,3], 

temp_stat[0,4], temp_stat[0,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[1], 

temp_stat[1,0], temp_stat[1,1], temp_stat[1,2], temp_stat[1,3], 

temp_stat[1,4], temp_stat[1,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[2], 

temp_stat[2,0], temp_stat[2,1], temp_stat[2,2], temp_stat[2,3], 

temp_stat[2,4], temp_stat[2,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[3], 

temp_stat[3,0], temp_stat[3,1], temp_stat[3,2], temp_stat[3,3], 

temp_stat[3,4], temp_stat[3,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[4], 

temp_stat[4,0], temp_stat[4,1], temp_stat[4,2], temp_stat[4,3], 

temp_stat[4,4], temp_stat[4,5]) 
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E.3. Script for “Data_Path”  
import arcpy 

import pythonaddins 

import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

 

def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 

    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

class ToolClass2(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x # Mouse clicked location X coordinate accordinag to 

Map coordinate system 

        self.y = y # Mouse clicked location Y coordinate accordinag to 

Map coordinate system 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

    def onMouseUp(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseUpMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseMove(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseMoveMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onDblClick(self): 

        pass 
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    def onKeyDown(self, keycode, shift): 

        pass 

    def onKeyUp(self, keycode, shift): 

        pass 

    def deactivate(self): 

        pass 

    def onCircle(self, circle_geometry): 

        pass 

    def onLine(self, line_geometry): 

        pass 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        extent = rectangle_geometry 

  print extent 

  print "X min : " +str(extent.XMin) 

  print "X max : " +str(extent.XMax) 

  print "Y min : " +str(extent.YMin) 

  print "Y max : " +str(extent.YMax) 

   

E.4. Script for implementing the ‘Click _XY’ button 

import arcpy 

import pythonaddins 

import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

 

def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 

    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

 

class ToolClass2(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool (Tool)""" 
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    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "None"  

        #self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onMouseDown(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x # Mouse clicked location X coordinate accordinag to 

Map coordinate system 

        self.y = y # Mouse clicked location Y coordinate accordinag to 

Map coordinate system 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

    def onMouseUp(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseUpMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseMove(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onMouseMoveMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        pass 

    def onDblClick(self): 

        pass 

    def onKeyDown(self, keycode, shift): 

        pass 

    def onKeyUp(self, keycode, shift): 

        pass 

    def deactivate(self): 

        pass 

    def onCircle(self, circle_geometry): 

        pass 

    def onLine(self, line_geometry): 

        pass 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        #extent = rectangle_geometry 

        #print extent 

        #print "X min : " + str(extent.XMin) 

        #print "X max : " + str(extent.XMax) 

        #print "Y min : " + str(extent.YMin) 

        #print "Y max : " + str(extent.YMax) 

 

 

E.5. Script for ‘Draw_rec’ 

import arcpy 

import pythonaddins 

import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 
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def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 

    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

class rec_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool_1 (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        rec_extent = rectangle_geometry 

        print "X min : " + str(rec_extent.XMin) 

        print "X max : " + str(rec_extent.XMax) 

        print "Y min : " + str(rec_extent.YMin) 

        print "Y max : " + str(rec_extent.YMax) 

 

class xy_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "NONE" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or "Rectangle" 

for interactive shape drawing and to activate the onLine/Polygon/Circle 

event sinks. 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x 

        self.y = y 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

 

E.6. Script for ‘Get_XY_Stat’ 

import arcpy 

import pythonaddins 
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import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

 

def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 

    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

def numToClass(a): 

    if a == 1: 

        csName = 'Artificial Areas' 

    elif a == 2: 

        csName = 'Agriculture Areas' 

    elif a == 3: 

        csName = 'Forest and Semi-Natural Areas' 

    elif a == 4: 

        csName = 'Wetlands' 

    elif a == 5: 

        csName = 'Water' 

    else: 

        csName = 'NoData' 

    return csName 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

 

class rec_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool_1 (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        rec_extent = rectangle_geometry 

        print "X min : " + str(rec_extent.XMin) 
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        print "X max : " + str(rec_extent.XMax) 

        print "Y min : " + str(rec_extent.YMin) 

        print "Y max : " + str(rec_extent.YMax) 

 

class xy_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.tool (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "NONE" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or "Rectangle" 

for interactive shape drawing and to activate the onLine/Polygon/Circle 

event sinks. 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x 

        self.y = y 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

 

class get_xy_stat(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.button (Button)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.checked = False 

    def onClick(self): 

        click_x = float(tool.x) 

        click_y = float(tool.y) 

 

        """ Set arcpy enviornment using user input sources """ 

        mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 

        layerList = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd) 

        description = arcpy.Describe(layerList[0]) 

        arcpy.env.workspace = description.path 

 

        rasterList = arcpy.ListRasters() 

        rl = sorted(rasterList, key = natural_key) 

 

        dsc = arcpy.Describe(rl[0]) 

        cellx=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        celly=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        xmin=dsc.extent.XMin 

        ymax=dsc.extent.YMax 

 

        col,row=map_to_pixel(click_x, click_y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax) 

        #print col 

        #print row 

 

        """Create Raster Stack""" 

        stack = [] 

        for i in xrange(len(rl)): 

            stack.append(arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(rl[i])) 

 

        """Extract clicked location values""" 

        imnum = ['T1', 'T2', 'T3', 'T4', 'T5'] 

        imyrs = ['1812', '1874', '1910', '1970', '2006'] 

        hs = [] 

        hs_name = [] 
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        for j in xrange(len(stack)): 

            hs.append(np.int(stack[j][row,col])) 

            hs_name.append(numToClass(np.int(stack[j][row,col]))) 

 

        print 'Clicked Pixel is X = {:.4f}, Y = {:.4f})'.format(click_x, 

click_y) 

        print 'Clicked Pixel is (Row = {}, Col = {})'.format(row, col) 

        print 'Time\tYears\t\tValue\tClass_Name\t\t' 

        for pr in xrange(len(hs)): 

            print '{}\t{}\t\t{:d}\t{}\t\t'.format(imnum[pr], imyrs[pr], 

hs[pr], hs_name[pr]) 

 

         

         

 

E.7. Script for ‘Get_Rec_Stat’ button 

import arcpy 

import pythonaddins 

import re 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

 

def map_to_pixel(x, y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax): 

    """ Function to calculate row & column given coordinate and given 

image details 

    Function inputs are : 

            x = X coordinate 

            y = Y coordinate 

            cellx, celly = cell size in X direction and Y direction 

            xmin = Minimum X-coordinate of the image 

            ymax = Maximum Y-coordinate of the image """ 

    col = int((x - xmin) / cellx) 

    row = int((y - ymax) / -celly) 

    return col,row 

 

def natural_key(string_): 

    return [int(s) if s.isdigit() else s for s in re.split(r'(\d+)', 

string_)] 

 

def numToClass(a): 

    if a == 1: 

        csName = 'Artificial Areas' 

    elif a == 2: 

        csName = 'Agriculture Areas' 

    elif a == 3: 

        csName = 'Forest and Semi-Natural Areas' 

    elif a == 4: 

        csName = 'Wetlands' 

    elif a == 5: 

        csName = 'Water' 

    else: 
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        csName = 'NoData' 

    return csName 

 

#########################################################################

#### 

""" Main Program for Add-Ins Tool """ 

#########################################################################

#### 

 

class xy_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_cickxy (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "NONE" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or "Rectangle" 

for interactive shape drawing and to activate the onLine/Polygon/Circle 

event sinks. 

    def onMouseDownMap(self, x, y, button, shift): 

        self.x = x 

        self.y = y 

        print "Coordinates are : " +str(x) + ", " + str(y) 

 

 

class get_xy_stat(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_getxystat (Button)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.checked = False 

    def onClick(self): 

        click_x = float(h_cickxy.x) 

        click_y = float(h_cickxy.y) 

 

        """ Set arcpy enviornment using user input sources """ 

        mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 

        layerList = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd) 

        description = arcpy.Describe(layerList[1]) 

        arcpy.env.workspace = description.path 

 

        rasterList = arcpy.ListRasters() 

        rl = sorted(rasterList, key = natural_key) 

 

        dsc = arcpy.Describe(rl[0]) 

        cellx=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        celly=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        xmin=dsc.extent.XMin 

        ymax=dsc.extent.YMax 

 

        col,row=map_to_pixel(click_x, click_y, cellx, celly, xmin, ymax) 

        #print col 

        #print row 

 

        """Create Raster Stack""" 

        stack = [] 

        for i in xrange(len(rl)): 

            stack.append(arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(rl[i])) 
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        """Extract clicked location values""" 

        imnum = ['T1', 'T2', 'T3', 'T4', 'T5'] 

        imyrs = ['1812', '1874', '1910', '1970', '2006'] 

        hs = [] 

        hs_name = [] 

        for j in xrange(len(stack)): 

            hs.append(np.int(stack[j][row,col])) 

            hs_name.append(numToClass(np.int(stack[j][row,col]))) 

 

        print 'Clicke Pixel is X = {:.4f}, Y = {:.4f})'.format(click_x, 

click_y) 

        print 'Clicked Pixel is (Row = {}, Col = {})'.format(row, col) 

        print 'Time\tYears\t\tValue\tClass_Name\t\t' 

        for pr in xrange(len(hs)): 

            print '{}\t{}\t\t{:d}\t{}\t\t'.format(imnum[pr], imyrs[pr], 

hs[pr], hs_name[pr]) 

 

class rec_tool(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_drawrec (Tool)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.shape = "Rectangle" # Can set to "Line", "Circle" or 

"Rectangle" for interactive shape drawing and to activate the 

onLine/Polygon/Circle event sinks. 

    def onRectangle(self, rectangle_geometry): 

        rec_extent = rectangle_geometry 

        self.xmin = rec_extent.XMin 

        self.xmax = rec_extent.XMax 

        self.ymin = rec_extent.YMin 

        self.ymax = rec_extent.YMax 

        print 'Corner coordinates of the drawn rectangle.' 

        print "LL - X : " + str(self.xmin) 

        print "LL - Y : " + str(self.ymin) 

        print "UR - X : " + str(self.xmax) 

        print "UR - Y : " + str(self.ymax) 

 

        if arcpy.Exists(r'in_memory\rectangle'): 

            arcpy.Delete_management(r'in_memory\rectangle') 

 

        rectangle = 

arcpy.CreateFishnet_management(r'in_memory\rectangle', '%f %f' 

%(self.xmin, self.ymin), '%f %f' %(self.xmin, self.ymax), 0, 0, 1, 1,  

'%f %f' %(self.xmax, self.ymax), 'NO_LABELS', '%f %f %f %f' %(self.xmin, 

self.ymin, self.xmax, self.ymax)) 

        arcpy.RefreshActiveView() 

        return rectangle 

 

class get_rec_stat(object): 

    """Implementation for History_addin.h_getrecstat (Button)""" 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.enabled = True 

        self.checked = False 

    def onClick(self): 
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        rec_xmin = h_drawrec.xmin 

        rec_xmax = h_drawrec.xmax 

        rec_ymin = h_drawrec.ymin 

        rec_ymax = h_drawrec.ymax 

 

        """ Set arcpy enviornment using user input sources """ 

        mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 

        layerList = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd) 

        description = arcpy.Describe(layerList[1]) 

        arcpy.env.workspace = description.path 

 

        rasterList = arcpy.ListRasters() 

        rl = sorted(rasterList, key = natural_key) 

 

        dsc = arcpy.Describe(rl[0]) 

        cellx=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        celly=dsc.children[0].MeanCellHeight 

        xmin=dsc.extent.XMin 

        ymax=dsc.extent.YMax 

 

        ll_col, ll_row=map_to_pixel(rec_xmin, rec_ymin, cellx, celly, 

xmin, ymax) 

        ul_col, ul_row=map_to_pixel(rec_xmax, rec_ymax, cellx, celly, 

xmin, ymax) 

 

        """print "Row number of the Lower Left Corner : " + str(ll_row) 

        print "Column number of the Lower Left Corner : " + str(ll_col) 

        print "Row number of the Upper Right Corner : " + str(ul_row) 

        print "Column number of the Upper Right Corner : " + 

str(ul_col)""" 

 

        area_pix = int(cellx*celly) 

 

        """Create Raster Stack""" 

        stack = [] 

        for i in xrange(len(rl)): 

            stack.append(arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(rl[i])) 

 

        """Extract clicked location values""" 

        imnum = ['T1', 'T2', 'T3', 'T4', 'T5'] 

        imyrs = ['1812', '1874', '1910', '1970', '2006'] 

 

        t1 = stack[0][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t2 = stack[1][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t3 = stack[2][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t4 = stack[3][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

        t5 = stack[4][ul_row:ll_row, ll_col:ul_col] 

 

        #print t1 

        #print t2 

        #print t3 

        #print t4 

        #print t5 
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        t1_cls = np.array([(t1 == 0).sum() + (t1 == 255).sum(), (t1 == 

1).sum(), (t1 == 2).sum(), (t1 == 3).sum(), (t1 == 4).sum(), (t1 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t2_cls = np.array([(t2 == 0).sum() + (t2 == 255).sum(), (t2 == 

1).sum(), (t2 == 2).sum(), (t2 == 3).sum(), (t2 == 4).sum(), (t2 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t3_cls = np.array([(t3 == 0).sum() + (t3 == 255).sum(), (t3 == 

1).sum(), (t3 == 2).sum(), (t3 == 3).sum(), (t3 == 4).sum(), (t3 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t4_cls = np.array([(t4 == 0).sum() + (t4 == 255).sum(), (t4 == 

1).sum(), (t4 == 2).sum(), (t4 == 3).sum(), (t4 == 4).sum(), (t4 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        t5_cls = np.array([(t5 == 0).sum() + (t5 == 255).sum(), (t5 == 

1).sum(), (t5 == 2).sum(), (t5 == 3).sum(), (t5 == 4).sum(), (t5 == 

5).sum()]) 

 

        temp_stat = np.vstack((t1_cls, t2_cls, t3_cls, t4_cls, t5_cls)) 

        #print temp_stat 

 

        print 

"##########################################################" 

        print "Land Class Statistics for drawn rectangle area. All the 

values are in square meters." 

 

        print 'Time\t\tND\t\tC_01\t\tC_02\t\tC_03\t\tC_04\t\tC_05\t\t' 

        for k in xrange(len(imnum)): 

            print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[k], 

temp_stat[k,0]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,1]*area_pix, 

temp_stat[k,2]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,3]*area_pix, 

temp_stat[k,4]*area_pix, temp_stat[k,5]*area_pix)     

     

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[0], 

temp_stat[0,0], temp_stat[0,1], temp_stat[0,2], temp_stat[0,3], 

temp_stat[0,4], temp_stat[0,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[1], 

temp_stat[1,0], temp_stat[1,1], temp_stat[1,2], temp_stat[1,3], 

temp_stat[1,4], temp_stat[1,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[2], 

temp_stat[2,0], temp_stat[2,1], temp_stat[2,2], temp_stat[2,3], 

temp_stat[2,4], temp_stat[2,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[3], 

temp_stat[3,0], temp_stat[3,1], temp_stat[3,2], temp_stat[3,3], 

temp_stat[3,4], temp_stat[3,5]) 

        #print 

'{}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t{:d}\t\t'.format(imnum[4], 
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temp_stat[4,0], temp_stat[4,1], temp_stat[4,2], temp_stat[4,3], 

temp_stat[4,4], temp_stat[4,5]) 
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